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Abstract:Emotional stability rather than high intelligence is the denominators for managing people effectively feel.
Emotional intelligence being a multidimensional ability of person can be defined as the ability to command
respect by building relationships basic components of EQ Motivating oneself, Motivating others ,
Empathizing with others.
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INTRODUCTION
For quite some time now almost every one believed in the age old paradigm that IQ is solely
responsible for success in life, even though time and again one comes across contra indications
that academic excellence does not necessarily follow success in career or social life, leading one
to accepts IQ as the sole determinant of success with a pinch of salt.
It was during late 70 –early ‘80s, that validity of IQ as the only measure of a person intelligence
was formally questioned. Further the popularly assumed correlation between IQ and success was
also found somewhat suspect. The term ‘emotional intelligence’ was perhaps first used by peter
salovey of Yale University and John Mayer of New Hampshire University to describe a set of
personal and social abilities of an individual. It was realized that there is definitely much more to
success in life than possessing a high IQ and this realist in eventually brought the concepts of EQ
to the fore. Consequently, it is now being widely accepted that to realistically define success and
effectively manage one and others, the EQ component needs to be amalgamated with that of IQ.
Understanding emotional intelligence : emotional intelligence being a multidimensional ability
of person can be defined as the ability to command respect by building relationships or the
ability to get along with people and situations or a positive and proactive attitudes’ to words all
aspects of life. It is now acknowledged that there are three essential or basic components of EQ:
A) Motivating oneself;
B) Motivating others: and
C) Empathising with others.
It could be noted that the first component, i.e. motivating one self, involves our own feelings and
thoughts that help us to remain in control and also inspire ourselves. The other two components,
namely, motivating others and empathizing with others, pertain to interpersonal skills. One needs
to match other people’s wavelength to ensure best result in a work situation or in personal
relations.
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Relevance of emotional intelligence: looking at emotions objectively, one cannot logically
negate the significance of our emotions. It would be experienced that howsoever mentally
stimulating one activity could be, it would certainly have its emotional background. In other
words, everything in life may not just be how we think about it, but also, how we feel about it.
As a matter of fact, even though we martyr and rationalize all our actions, the emotional content
of such actions cannot be altogether ignored. More often than not we tend to justify our decisions
emotionally and there is always an emotional backdrop to all our actions and decisions. Broadly
speaking, motivation oneself to achieve higher aims, managing relationships and being able to
get along well with others in a productive way are the skills that make you a better and more
effective manager. It is felt that one has a certain amount of time at his disposal before
responding to any stimuli. A person, who is aware of the benefits of emotional intelligence,
would consciously react to the stimuli in a positive way to draw out the best results form that
situation and eventually emerge a winner. This facet becomes exceedingly crucial in the work
situation of a manager, when his immediate reactions run the risk of making or braking a deal or
considerably influencing his judgment in deciding issues of importance.
Research has revealed that EQ encourages a person to aim high and ultimately become more
result –oriented in life with discernible emphasis on human relations. Equipped with a high EQ,
One can increase his areas of markedly and become more contended by acquiring an increasingly
purpose –oriented outlook. Emotional intelligence can be fruitfully utilized to make flexible and
multi skilled teams and even to handle a plethora of adversities in a better way. It does help to
make people dedicated to their jobs and provide them a constructive feed back to get the best out
to them. An enterprising manager needs tools every day to interact with other and more
significantly, to meet his targets. No wonder it is often opined that with a high IQ, you may
perhaps get a good job, but to go up the ladder, you must also have a high EQ. Thus, EQ makes a
manager manage him as well as others in a meaning and proactive higher goals.
Studies have also established that emotional intelligence play a prominent role in groups
effectiveness of an in dividable. In the present day context, when almost all jobs assigned to
managers invariably entail monumental team effort with an ever-increasing time and resource
crunch, a manager must be competent enough to motivate and influence his team members
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adequately to optimize results. This role of a manger necessarily demands that he must be
equipped with sufficient emotional intelligence to become an effective motivator for himself as
well as for others around him.
Present status of emotional intelligence:

In the recent times, research has justifiably brought

our effectiveness of EQ Dr. Daniel goleman, took the much-needed initiative and made notable
contribution to make this concepts popular during the last few years. It was mainly due to the
concerted efforts of Dr. Daniel goleman that this concept earned well deserved recognition in
such a short spell of time all over the world. Subsequently, Robert cooper and Ayman sawaf in
their well known book executive EQ have further elaborated this concept and have aptly
mentioned four comer stones for emotional intelligence.
Emotional literacy occupies the first place. It helps people to become more aware of their own as
well as other people emotions. Problem solving becomes easier through better social skills in
managing emotions in other. Emotional literacy builds a locus of self-confidence through
emotional honesty, energy, emotional feedback intuition, responsibility and connection.
The second comer stone is governed by emotional fitness which strengthens your authenticity,
believability and resilience. There by expanding your circle of trust and your capacity for
listening, managing conflict and making the most constructive discontent. The third comer stone
is the domain of emotional depth. Its explores ways to align your life and work with your unique
potential and purpose and to back this with integrity, commitment and accountability
Last but not the least comes the equally consequential comer stone of emotional alchemy
through which you extend your creative instinct and capability to flow with problem and
pressure and to compete for the future by building your capacity to sense more readily and access
the widest range of hidden solution and untapped opportunities.
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